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ISSUE
This intbrmation is being communicaed
to the Boardas further evidence of
improvedinternal control at the MTA.
BACKGROU
~.ND
In fiscal year I998, the CEObeganrebuilding and enlarging r.he MTA
Management
Audit Services Department(MASD)
as part of his effort to improve
overall MTA
internal control. Thebuildup continued through fiscal year 1999,
and wasessentially completedby the end of the fiscal year.
The attached MASD
FY’99annual report provides an overview of the o~eration
of the reconstituted audit departmentduring its first full year of operation.
Includedare its focus on ensuring accountability, bringing about dollar savings
and recoveries, identification and reapplicafion oftmusedpublic funds, and its
nature as a full-scope, "cradle-to-grave’"audit function. Alsokighl_ightedare
significant dollar returns and internat control improvements
resultant fi-om its
activities.
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MANAGEMENT AUDIT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
FY99 ANNUAL REPORT
OVERVIEW
FINANCIAL RESULTS

SAVINGS AND RECOVERIES

This is the first annual report of our new,
expanded
audit
department.
Management Audit Services (MAS) is
now a full-service department covering
both internal audits of MT A's operations
and external audits of our contractors
and grantees. It includes, on the internal
side, a Control Self-Assessment unit to
facilitate the systematic self-assessment
of internal controls throughout the
organization and, on the external side, a
Pre-Qualification unit that screens firms
vying for large MT A contracts.

The Contract Audit group issued 265
audit reports for the year and questioned
over $50 million in contractor costs.
Based on the audit reports analyzed to
date, we have established an average
sustention rate of about 60%, i.e. the
percentageof questioned costs ultimately
negotiated out of the agreed-to price or
recovered in final settlement. Thus we
estimate that the $50 million in costs
questioned during FY99 will result in
a genuine savings to MTA and the
taxpayers of about $30 million.

Fiscal year 1999 (FY99) was a start-up
year for the new organization and,
becauseof normal delays in getting fully
staffed, we spent only about two-thirds
of our budget (roughly $6 million of the
$9 million budgeted). As a result, we
completed only two-thirds of our
planned audits but,
nevertheless,
achieved some impressive results.

The Internal Audit group has a primary
mission of testing internal controls, and
was not up and running until mid-year.
Even so, its initial audits identified over
$263,000 in moneys owed to the MTA.
Early FYOO returns have already
recovered over $767,000 in funds.

FY99 EXPENSES
$6 MilliON

FY99 RETURNS*
$56 MILLION
SAVINGS AND RECOVERIES
Contract Audit
$29.7 mil
Internal Audit
$.3 mil
Sub-total
$30.0 mil
IDENTIFIED UNUSED FUNDS
Project Audit
$25.2 mil
Internal Audit
$.9 mil
Sub-total
$26.1 mil
GRAND TOTAL
.Projected

$56.1 mil
and actual
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IDENTIFIED UNUSED FUNDS
The Project Audit group issued 175
grant close-out audits during the year
that identified more than $18.7 million
in unused funds, which can be recovered
and reprogrammed for other transit
needs and $2.7 million in disallowed
costs, which can be collected by MT A
from the grantees.
The FY98 Consolidated Audit, which
was performed in FY99 by a CPA firm
and administered and overseen by
Project Audit, identified $6.5 million in
unused funds and accumulated interest.
Project Audit's work on the State/Local
Transportation Partnership Program in
FY99 resulted in $251,459 being
received by
MTA
through the
reimbursement provisions
of
this
program. Initial FYOO returns have
netted an additional $539,350 in funds.
Internal Audit work also identified
another $906,292 of unused funds in
FY99 that can be reprogrammed.
Preliminary FYOO work has identified
over $620,700 in additional such funds.
In the coming year it is planned to have
Internal Audit doing more operational
audits that should identify additional
measurable savings from increased
efficiencies.

ENSURING ACCOUNTABILITY
MT A's mission is to meet the evergrowing public transportation needs of
the citizens of Los Angeles County.

In carrying out this vital mission, MT A,
asa public agency,is accountableto the
taxpayers for the judicious use of
some $2.5 billion a year, and the
safeguarding of assetsvalued at about
$13 billion. As part of its accountability,
MTA has an independent Inspector
General who, by statute',is tasked to
detect and prevent waste, fraud and
abuse in MTA programs. MTA also
undergoesan annual financial audit by
an outside Certified Public Accountant
firm and separateoperational audits by
the Federal and State governments. In
addition, MT A is subject to numerous
other special audits by various outside
agencIes.
On a more proactive basis, however,
MT A's
current
management has
established its own full-scope internal
audit organization to provide the agency,
on a current basis, with a detailed
monitoring capability over the full array
of MTA's operations. These include an
extensive rail construction program,
operation of one of the largest bus lines
in the country ( as well as a growing rail
operation),
administration
of
all
transportation
grants
to
local
governments in Los Angeles County,
and county-wide transportation planning.

MAS now audits MTA's numerous
outsidecontracts,grants,purchaseorders
and other agreements,as well as its
sizable internal financial, logistical, and
administrativeoperations. The goal is
to make MT A, as an organization,
fully accountableto the Board and the
public for the County's transportation
dollars.
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THE FUNCTION OF FULL-SCOPE
AUDIT
The public has a right to expect that its
tax dollars are being managed with the
same care that any prudent business
person would use to manage their own
money.
Further, MTA's Board of
Directors should have confidence that
MT A's business is conducted in a
thoroughly professional manner and in
strict compliance with laws, regulations,
and Board directives. To help meet
these fiduciary responsibilities, MAS
runs a full-service audit shop that
monitors
both
MTA's
outside
commitment to contractors, suppliers,
grantees, and third-party performers, and
internal
financial,
logistical,
and
administrative operations. The concept
is to
provide
"cradle-to-grave"
coverage
both
internally
and
externally.
On the external side, MAS first screens
all firms seeking MT A contracts of more
than $100,000 to ensure that they meet
certain minimum standards of fitness
and reliability before they are considered
as potential contractors. Then (in the
case of cost-reimbursable and negotiated
firm fixed-price contracts) pre-award
audits are conducted of those contractors
in the "competitive range" to verify the
basis for the proposed costs. For costreimbursable contracts, the auditors also
establish the
adequacy of
the
contractor's accounting system and,
later, audits are then done of actual costs
incurred and again at the time of contract
close-out. Contracts awarded on the
basis of competitive sealed bid are nQ1

audited, but the non-competitive changes
to those contracts, and any subsequent
contractor claims, ~
audited.
In
addition, MAS
provides
litigation
support, as needed, for ongoing lawsuits.
MT A also allocates large sums each year
as transportation grants to local
jurisdictions. The auditor audits each of
these grants and performs a consolidated
audit each year of the federal, state and
local transportation funds allocated to
the 88 cities of Los Angeles County and
the County itself.

On the internal
side, MAS first
facilitates a control self-assessment
process, whereby MTA managers are
asked to systematically assess their
potential risks and, when necessary,
design controls to mitigate them. The
process is completely documented for
management by MAS' Control SelfAssessment unit. Internal Audit then
tests the established controls on a
cyclical basis to ensure that they are
working as intended and makes
appropriate recommendations when they
are not.
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MAS also includes a Resolution and
Recovery (R&R) unit to track both
internal and external audits to ensure that
agreed-to audit recommendations are
carried out and that any estimated
savings from audit recommendations are,
in fact, realized. Thus, the concept is to
provide an integrated audit approach
over all aspects of MTA's activities

from the very start of transactions or
operationsuntil they are completedand
all audit issueshavebeenresolved.
The following section contains a brief
report on the performance of the
individual units during the initial year of
this integrated approach.

I
The MAS Mission
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disadvantaged business status, poor safety
records which could expose the MT A to
large workers disability claims, as well as
those
with
records
of
financial
irregularities and procurement fraud.

Purpose of Pre-Qualification
The Pre-Qualification unit was activated
in mid-1997 as a result of state
legislation, which mandated MT A to
create a questionnaire to be completed
by all prospective
contractors,
subcontractors, vendors and consultants
wishing to do business with the MT A.
The MT A expanded on this legislation
by establishing a more comprehensive
Contractor Pre-Qualification Program to
ensure the integrity and responsibility of
those companies bidding on MT A
contracts. After some initial resistance
from contractors, the program has won a

In addition to screening out problem firms,
however, the pre-qualification process
provides a form of due diligence in simply
allowing MT A to know more about the
firms it deals with -an
important
consideration in relationships that often
involve tens of millions of dollars.

high degree of acceptance and has
proven to be quite beneficial to MT A.

Current Activities
In its first
two years, the PreQualification unit has received and
processed 1,160 applications from
contractors, subcontractors, consultants
and material suppliers. Of that total,
only 33 applicants (about 3%), were
denied approval. The reasons ranged
from failure
to
submit relevant
information,
to
excessive OSHA
violations, to unsatisfied tax liens, and to
de-certification
as
Disadvantaged

Currently,
not all applications are
completely verified. Only those applicants
which are identified by the Contract
Administrator as being the lowest bidders
or top contenders are fully investigated
and issued a notice of determination. The
other applications are given a desk audit to
ensure all necessary information is

Businesses. The process of screening
out these few firms, however, results in
the avoidance of the substantial costs of
dealing with the problem companies
Pre-Qualification has, for example,
found firms where there were strong
indications
of
false
claims
to
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contained on the application.
The
primary sources utilized for verification
are commercial databaseswhich contain
media reports, public records (including
court records) and credit history as well
as other financial information.

The Two Branches of Contract Audit
Contract
Audit
includes
both
a
Professional Services group and a
Construction group.
The Professional
Services group performs audits of a wide
variety of professional services contracts,

Future Activities

including indirect (overhead)rates. This
unit also conducts pre-award audits of
MT A procurements.
The unit is
authorized 18 permanent employees and
issued 154 audit reports in FY99, as
shown in the following table:

To facilitate the procurement process
while at the same time easing the burden
on outside contractors, the PreQualification Program is being changed
to require pre-qualification mill!: to
submission of bids or proposals. This is
the benchmark of 90% of other public
transit agenciespolled that employ a prequalification process. Implementation of
these changes would be on a transitional
basis over the last six months of FY2000

so as not to disrupt the procurement
process. A Pre-Qualification Certificate,
issued in calendar year 2000, would be
good for a two-year period. Those
contractors who have been approved
since July of 1998 will be grandfathered
and issued Pre-Qualification Certificates
good for two years from the original date
of approval.

The Construction Audit group performs
audits of construction change orders and
claims, and provides litigation support to
the County Counsel and outside counsel in
cases involving MT A and contractors.
This unit is authorized 11 permanent
employees and issued 111 audit reports in

FY99.
In the Construction Audit group, litigation
support for County Counsel has been
provided by one auditor on one large case
for most of FY99 and by another auditor
on a second large case. Their activities
involve analyzing and verifying costs
claimed in contractors' records and
documenting them for outside counsel.
The amount of MT A money at stake in

Purpose of Contract Audit
The Contract Audit group provides audit
support for a wide range of large-dollar
MT A procurements. Typical support
includes conducting audits related to preawards, change orders, and incurred
costs as well as support for claims and
other litigation.

8
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these contractor claims is huge typically in the tens of millions of
dollars.

cost-savings benefit, close-out will also
benefit the contractors by enabling them to
receive final payment and close their
books.

A major accomplishment of the
Construction group during FY99 was in
substantially reducing the very large
backlog of construction change orders
awaiting audit, which had existed since
change order audits were first legally
mandated in 1995. The backlog was
essentially eliminated,
and these
audits are now being done on a
current basis. This was an important
achievement in removing a major
impediment to the prompt opening of
Red Line Segment 2 to Hollywood,

because the backlog would

have

hindered timely payment of contractors.
It would also have increased costs by
delaying completion of construction.
Likewise it will expedite completion of
Segment3.

Looking Forward
In the Professional Services audit group,
expediting ultimate close-out of the
EMC contract work orders is a major
FYOO priority. The contract work orders
are for the period mid-1992 to early 1999,
and have recently become ready for
closeout. EMC subcontracts are being
analyzed on a costlbenefit basis to
determine the most expeditious way to
perform the work. At EMC there are 53
work orders (in effect separate contracts)
totaling $423.2 million.

An important initiative which began in
the Professional Services group in FY99
has been to begin expedited close-out of
remaining major contract work orders
for three large engineering and
construction contractors. The primary
one is EMC, an engineering management
consortium of consultants and subconsultants,
which
has provided
engineering and management services
for constructing the Los Angeles
subways. Another two projects relate to
the PasadenaBlue Line and Metro Green
Line construction management closeouts. There are over a half a billion
dollars in billings to be audited from
these three projects, including overhead
rates. In addition to the possible MT A

The PasadenaBlue Line and Metro Green
Line closeouts are partially completed and
the PasadenaBlue Line has already been
substantially audited. The Green Line
prime contract has been audited through
fiscal year 1994 and some additional audit
work remains.

9
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Project Audit is also responsible for
administering and providing oversight for
the annual Consolidated Audit of 287
financial and compliance audits, which are
performed by a CPA firm under contract to

MTA.
In addition to the audits, Project Audit
provides advisory service and does special
projects in response to requests from
MT A's Regional Transportation and
Development Department for assistanceon
various audit-related matters, such as
evaluating the audit provisions of
Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs),
prior to executing the MOUs, and
analyzing grantee claims, when project
managers are
uncertain
of
their
allowability
or reasonableness.
In
addition, Project Audit participates on an
Audit Coordinating Committee with TDI
staff in a joint effort to identify and resolve
project management problems, such as
determining the causes of discrepancies
between
project
management and
accountingiFIS records regarding the
amount of funds expended on specific
projects.

The Construction audit group will be
working in support of Red Line Segment
2 project management to close all
outstanding
change notices
over
$100,000. As of October 1999, there
were 80 active audit requests (in
progress/to be assigned) for both Red
Line Segments2 and 3.
The Construction group will also
continue to provide litigation support on
two large ongoing legal cases.

Major FY99 Accomplishments
In addition to the Project Audit
accomplishments already summarized in
the Financial Results of this report, $3.4
million in unused funds were recovered for
use in other programs. These recoveries
were mostly of unused funds.

Purpose of Project Audit
Project Audit is responsible for
conducting close-out audits of projects
funded
by
the
Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) Call-forProjects.

Project Audit estimates significant
potential reimbursementsto MT A from
CalTrans
under
the
State/Local
Transportation Partnership Program

10
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CSLTPP). This program provides partial
reimbursement by the State for grantee
construction costs of transportation
improvement
projects.
The
reimbursement is paid to the grantee and
the grantee is to pay MT A its percentage
share of the reimbursement.
Project Audit's work has contributed to

Project

Management's

increased

awareness of the need to improve the
management of projects in such areas as
record keeping, project files, and project
expenditure tracking. To address these
needs, a training program was held for
project managers in October 1999.
Project Audit participated in the training
program with presentations covering the
process and
objectives of a project
close-out audit, common results of the
audits, audit evidence, and problems
encountered in the audits.
Changes Planned for FYOO
Among the audits performed in the
Consolidated Audit are the Federal
Transit Authority (FT A) National Transit
Database (NTD) certification audits.
These audits include certification of the
accuracy of ridership data kept by local
jurisdictions as a requirement for
receiving funds. The amount of funds
received is based on the ridership data.
In FY99, the NTD audits resulted in
approximately $110 million in FTA
funds being generated for MT A.

Project Audit will be increasing its use of
the CPA Audit Pool to complete more
audits, enabling elimination of a backlog
of FY93 and FY94 Call projects remaining
to be audited.

Purpose of CSA
The Control Self-Assessment (CSA) Unit
assists management in defining objectives,
implementing self assessment of risks,
controls, residual risks, and developing
action plans to mitigate excessive risk. The
goal is to develop and document
acceptable levels of risk for each business
process, and take mitigative measures for
all risks determined to be "unacceptable".
Both the self-assessment process and the
documentation of
existing
controls
enhance the understanding of controls and
bring about congruence of work groups in
meeting objectives.
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Major FY99 Accomplishments

Looking Forward

FY99 was the first year of operation for
the CSA unit. A managerand two senior
auditors were hired and in place by
December, 1998.
An MTA CSA

In FYOO, the CSA unit will facilitate the
completion of Control Self-Assessment
and the documentation of business process
controls for 14 more assessable MT A
business units. An important emphasis of
the facilitation will be the integration of
both risk assessmentand the establishment
of controls to where the assessment
indicates an unacceptable level of risk.

databasewas developedto maintain a
record of
key internal
controls
throughout the MT A.
The database
provides
specialized reporting
to
management, including
the
CSA
certification documents. The services of
a specialized CSA consultant were
retained, and the CSA project team
received specialized training, along with
selected MAS management and staff in
April 1999.
The official "kickoff'
meeting was held in May, with all MT A
executive officers and deputies. Two
Pilot workshops were conducted in May
for
the
Revenue and Material
Management departments. Thirty-eight
participants attended the training and
workshops. Forty-six action items were
identified, resulting in action plans and
due dates.

Re-establishment of an Internal Audit
Function
In 1998, current MT A senior management
re-established the internal audit function,
which had been discontinued several years
earlier. The Internal Audit Manager was
hired in September 1998 and the process
of recruiting and training began. A 15person audit staff was put in place during
the year.
In addition, Internal Audit
developed a comprehensive agency-wide
audit plan for FYOO, selected and
implemented a computerized audit-project
tracking system, and conducted an
extensive professional training program
for the audit staff.

Major FY99 Accomplishments
In addition to organizational development,
Internal Audit accomplished some very
successful audits during the year.
It
answered an MT A Board request for
several audits of contract bus line
operations, with significant recommended
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corrective actions to alleviate recognized
deficiencies. It coordinated the process
for audit of the MTA Workers'
Compensation Reserve and the actuarial
audit of Employee Claims, and it
provided oversight for the Year-2000
Compliance audit, all performed by
specialized outside consultant teams.
Significantly, the Internal Audit unit
initiated and managed the Financial
Information System (FIS) audit, which
was also conducted by an outside CPA
firm under MAS supervision, and which
identified numerous areas of internal
control
concern and constructive
corrective action.

Re-structuring of the Internal Audit unit is
in its final phase. The last two vacant
positions will be filled by auditors with an
Infoffilation System (IS) audit background
by the end of 1999. In line with the goal of
auditing more with less resources,
intensive training on automated auditing
and
computer-assisted auditing
is
scheduled for mid-May 2000. With all
resources and appropriate audit structures
in place, Internal Audit unit's FY2000
plan will include a comprehensive audit of
MT A Infoffilation Systems.

Finally, and of great significance to the
agency,
Internal
Audit
managed
acquisition, coordination and assistance
to the independent external auditors who
conducted the Proposition A and C
Audit under the MT A Reform and
Accountability Act of 1998. Though not
completed in FY99, much of the work

for
the audit was done in FY99, and the
favorable outcome is now known to be a
major success for the MTA. It marked a
major milestone in establishing MT A's
accountability to the taxpayers for the
substantial sales tax revenues received
over a seven-yearperiod.

Purpose of Resolution and Recovery

Looking forward
Resolution and Recovery's (R&R) chief
functions are to track MASD findings,
report on the associated cost savings,
conductanalysesto maximize recoveries,
and perform special analysesto highlight
problem areas and provide management

To sustain the momentum of the
successful start-up, the Internal Audit
unit will continue conducting audits of
high-risk areas within Administration,
Planning,Operationsand Construction.
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with suggestionsfor increasedcontrols
andaccountability.

process to ensure the funds promised to be
collected, actually are collected.

The MAS management and administration
unit consists of the Managing Director,
Assistant Director, Chief Administrative
Analyst, and Senior Secretary. Overall
leadership, direction,
oversight and
coordination for the department flow from
this center. It handles daily management
of the audit and administrative functions
of the department, including personnel,
budget and Management Action Plans
(results), as well as overall departmental
audit effectiveness.
A major MAS challenge during FY99 was
to acquire staff to fill all 72 presentlyauthorized positions, from a start of only
34 permanent staff at the beginning of the
fiscal year.

Although the R&R unit was not
officially funded until FY2000, the
program's objectives and initial analyses
were developed in FY99. To date, the
unit has produced reports such as the
Sustention Report which measures the
MTA's negotiation effectiveness, the
Impact Report which seeks to quantify
the economic impact
of the audit
reports, and the Major Contractor
Analyses which details items such as,
who had the most questioned costs, and
the highest percentage of questioned
costs.
Additionally,
R&R
has
implemented a series of controls to
promote accountability, closure and
resolution of findings in MASD reports.
Simply stated, R&R is providing needed
oversight on the back end of the audit

In overview, 10 of the 14 department
leadership
positions
(Supervising
Auditors,
Chief Analyst,
Managers,
Assistant Director, Director) now have
incumbents who were not in place at the
beginning of FY99. The same applies for
12 of the 13 Senior Auditors. Our goal
was to recruit the best available
professionals to meet the required diversity
of professional skills and experience (e.g.
contract audit, internal audit, control selfassessment,
and
pre-qualification
investigation) to operate a truly fullservice audit organization.
Although the personnel process was time
consuming, it resulted in our meeting the
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demanding standards established for the
staff, one of the largest such audit staffs
in Southern California. We feel it
constitutes an unusually well-qualified
team. For example, of the 61 current
permanent audit-professional staff, there
are 45 audit or audit-related professional
certifications (CPA, CIA, CISA, CFE,
CCA, CGFM, CFSA, and CISA) and 20
master degrees.
The audit
professionals added in FY99 included a
dozen or more people with over 20 years
of audit experience. Source-industry
backgrounds of staff are a rich mixture
that
includes
banking,
federal
government, CPA firms, savings and
loans, and other representatives from
private industry.

other off-campus training seminarswere
madeavailable.

Finally, considerable effort has also been
invested in preparing MAS for an external
quality assurance peer review to be
conducted by APT A. APT A states that the
objective of such a review is "to evaluate
whether an internal audit organization's
system of quality control is suitably
designed and implemented to provide
assurances that the audit group is
following
appropriate
policies
and
procedures and is conforming with
applicable
professional
auditing
standards." This is an important factor in
the adequacy and effectiveness of the
agency's overall internal control and the
perception of such in the eyes of MTA's
external auditors, the FTA, and other
outside organizations.

The department also now has a highly
diverse staff, balanced to reflect ethnic
diversity of the County.
The staff
consists of 76 percent ethnic minorities
(53 percent at the managerial level)
Currently, about a third of the staff is
female, both overall and at the
managerial level, and that percentage
will be growing.
A lot was invested in training during
FY99. Government Auditing Standards
recommended by the American Public
Transit Association (APT A) require 40
hours
of
continuing
professional
education per auditor per year and 24
hours each two years in audit subjects
which are directly government-related.
In FY99, MAS provided 80 hours of inhouse, contractor-provided audit training
for its staff, 48 hours of which were
government-related. In addition, several
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